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men of Virginia, who controlled the politics of the State, with every one of whom he was more or less—generally the former—at variance, by giving him the preference but in no quarter could any influence ke gained by it or hoped for by any sensible man. I made no efforts to avoid the political consequences of the act to myself, but my friend the President when it became, at a later day, understood that a trio of the leading minds of the Country had combined their influence and power to break me down and when charges against me of all marketable material were in immediate and active demand, author-ized one of his friends to say on the floor of Congress that I was, in no degree, responsible for the appointment of Mr. Randolph, and that the fault, if fault there was, lay exclusively at his own door. Certainly, in a constitutional sense, the appointment was his alone, notwithstanding my agency in bringing it about, and Gen. Jackson, in such matters, acted, throughout his official service upon the prin-ciple to which I have before referred that all preliminary steps on the part of officers subject to his direction were to be. thrown out of view, so long as he was himself satisfied with their conduct, and that the exclusive responsibility for the results rested upon himself. But wherever the blame attached it could not amount to much in a case where no selfish intent was discoverable and where so many palliating circumstances existed.
Mr. Randolph had grown grey in the public service. Of the forty four years which, at his death, had elapsed since the organization of the present Federal Government, he had, I believe, served thirty four in one or other House of Congress, and all but one or two of them in the popular branch to which the election was biennial. Whatever may have been his shortcomings, by reason of bad health and other deficiencies more or less beyond his control, in making his exertions effectual, the political doctrines and principles which he'advocated were well adapted to the support of a system like -ours—indeed those only by which we can hope to uphold it in its integrity. The first year of his service as Chairman of Committee of Ways and Means, during the first term of Mr. Jefferson's Administration had illustrated his abilities and his patriotism. It was difficult to doubt that a man of his pride and force of intellect, whose perceptions were of such sparkling clearness, would fail to improve a fitting opportunity to atone for his intermediate failures and to make the closing scenes of his public life as creditable as possible and however hazardous the event proved it to have been it was at least a humane and liberal part to furnish him with that opportunity. To one of the inducements to this act of favor which influenced both Gen. Jackson and myself—but more strongly the former, from the circumstance of his having been sooner in the political field than myself,—I have already referred, viz: to that suggested by Kan-

